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It devours, resorbs and absorbs the civility, moral-
ity and the Serenity through (via) its celerity.



     
    
      
     




     







       
    

     









           
    
  


     

       





          
    


 










There may be a hope of getting the restoration of the pres-

tige - the yore and lore, in regarding to the heritage, if we have to

going after the vestal and the Celestial vestige with either no

sophism or sophistry.

Neverthless, it is not my view of being inclined either to be

a "Laudator temporis acti"  or I have no notion of having

the contrariety, the aversion, the reversion, the reversal or the

ennui, regarding to "Le beau monde"

Sri Sri Sri Guru Viswa Sphoorthi
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